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How Close is Close Enough?

Dealing With Discrepancies

Burlington, September 2022

Joseph V.R. Paiva, PhD, PS, PE
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What Discrepancies Have You Encountered?

• Checking back in to point you started 
from

• Starting at one “known” control point 
and ending at another

• Following up on other surveyors’ 
measurements (1 year ago to hundreds 
of years ago)—or maybe your own?
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Explaining Discrepancies to Others
• Your map doesn’t match a 

dimension on deed
• Famous question in court: why 

can’t you surveyors agree on a 
measurement?

• How do you explain it to your team 
(and yourself)

• Explain to another surveyor…
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This Seminar
• Simple methods of explanation and analysis
• No calculus
• A bit of statistics and error theory needed
• Of course algebra, trig, etc. but we won’t get to 

matrix algebra
• A LOT on professional judgment that is backed up 

with science and applied math
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Why Keep the Explanations Simple?

• Most people, surveyors or laypeople better 
able to understand

• But these are all founded on a vast body of 
knowledge used in error analysis and 
adjustment theory
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Begin at the Beginning

• All measurements are susceptible to error
• Therefore, as long as you’re measuring 

precisely, highly unlikely that two 
measurements will agree exactly

• But most of you have an idea of how much is 
“close enough”
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Close Enough

• How do you explain this concept?
• Yes, as a licensed professional surveyor, being 

able to explain this in the simplest possible 
terms is important
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Most people hate answers that rely on black magic 
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Let’s Bring a Little Science In
[This should be review; if it isn’t, you might want to 

do more review than I will cover here]
• Errors are present in all measurements
• Surveyors have the training and abilities to avoid 

mistakes (blunders)
• But even blunders can creep in, especially when 

small
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Three Sources of Error

• Nature (natural errors) – cause discrepancies 
that can be modeled with physics (NE)

• Instruments (instrumental errors) – takes 
testing to evaluate each type of error (IE)

• People (personal errors) – varies with the 
person, unavoidable, nobody is perfect (PE)
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Two Types of Error

1. Systematic—if enough is known about the 
technology, the environment and how it is 
used, corrections can be made after the fact 
or with procedures or software during
measurement
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Two Types of Error

2. Random—totally uncertain as to sign and 
size, though small ones dominate,; tend to 
partially cancel out when you have a string of 
measurements that combine to produce the 
result you are trying to achieve
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Mistakes = Blunders
• Mistakes are not errors
• They are preventable processes of 

measurement that can be theoretically 
eliminated through care and being methodical

• Small mistakes very hard to ferret out and 
often get lumped in with accumulated random 
errors
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That’s Pretty Much It for the Concepts

• …without bringing in a whole bunch of math
• Though there’s math in the details
• Can’t get away from math, the most important 

tool for surveyors
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Some Equations to Remember
• When you have a string of 

measurements (end-to-end) and you 
know the random error in each 
measurement, you can determine the 
total random error by

• 𝜎! = 𝜎"# + 𝜎##…+ 𝜎$# however if 
each individual error is the same, 𝜎! =
𝜎" 𝑛
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When Adding or Subtracting Measurements

• 𝜎! = 𝜎"# ± 𝜎##
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What is 𝜎?
• Generally it is symbol for standard deviation, but 

sometimes used as a stand-in for any random 
error

• Important thing with the previous equations is if 
the 𝜎 is really 𝜎 then, OK. But don’t mix one type 
of random error with another, such as 𝜎 and 90% 
or 95% error.

• Confused?…more explanations follow after we 
identify a few errors…
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First, Let’s Look at Systematic Error

• This is what you have most control over
• You are also most responsible for controlling 

these errors
• Already mentioned: can be removed through 

calculations either on device or after or 
procedures
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Systematic Error—The Catch
• You gotta know your technology
• You gotta know the physics
• You gotta know how to use it
• You also gotta measure the environment
• Systematic error MUST be removed before 

making any conclusions, and before analyzing 
random error
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Some Systematic Error Examples

• EDM: variations in speed of light due to 
temperature and pressure changes in the 
atmosphere, often referred to as the PPM 
correction (IE)

• Errors in measurement due to incorrect prism 
constant or instrument constant (IE)
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Systematic Error Examples

• Cross hair (reticle) out of adjustment (IE)
• Horizontal axis not truly horizontal (IE)
• Level bubble (or compensator) out of 

adjustment
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JerryMahun.com
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Systematic Error Examples
• Ionospheric error (GNSS) (NE)
• Tropospheric error (NE)
• Clock error (IE)
• Space weather (NE)
• Bad initialization (rare? Or 

not?) IE
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Systematic Error Examples
• Tape too long or short due to calibration error 

(IE)
• Tape affected by temperature (NE)
• Tape affected by tension (pull) PE
• Tape affected by sag (IE)
• Taping along a slope (PE)
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Systematic Error Examples

• Automatic level (reticle) out of adjustment (IE)
• Etc.
• Etc.
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Random Error Examples
• Error in GNSS antenna height 

measurement (Could be a blunder 
or systematic error as well)

• The error in reading the measuring 
tool could be due to the human 
doing the measurement (PE)
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Random Error Examples

• Plumbing error, regardless of whether 
plummet is in adjustment or not (could be 
blunder if error is large)

• Centering bubble (tubular, electronic or 
circular) on tribrach, prism/antenna pole or 
total station, auto level, laser scanner, etc.
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Random Error Examples
• Ground control measurement errors (could 

also be systematic or blunders)
• Leveling errors, assuming bubbles/ 

compensators are in adjustment
• Tripod settling/rising due to freeze/thaw, 

ground vibrations, mushy ground, vehicle and 
people movement, etc.
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Random Error Examples
• Impact of solar radiation on 

instrumentation, (variable impact as 
activity is varied)

• Inability to exactly bisect target for 
angle measurement (can impact, H, 
V angles and slope distances)

• Inability to read circle exactly (IE)
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Random Error Examples

• Inability to measure ECEF position exactly
• Inability to measure distance exactly
• Impact of solar radiation, space weather, iono

and tropo on measurements (all constantly 
varying and depending on physics)
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Statistics

• Practice/science of collecting and analyzing 
numerical data (in large quantities), especially 
for purpose of inferring proportions in whole 
from a representative sample
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Main Types of Statistics
• 3 types of descriptive statistics: frequency 

distribution, central tendency, and 
variability of a dataset

• Distribution refers to the frequencies of 
different measurements 

• Measures of central tendency give you the 
average for each response
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Imagine…

• Measuring the same quantity 10, 25 or 50 
times

• If you are measuring with enough precision it 
is likely that no measurement will be identical 
to the next
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Mean or Average

• Measure of central tendency in statistics
• You all know how to calculate this
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Mean = Average (maybe)

• When a quantity is measured several 
times (with equal care), the mean will 
always be more reliable than any single 
one of those measurements

• But, mean is the true value only when 
– all systematic errors have been eliminated 

and
– sufficient measurements have been taken to 

average out random errors
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Frequency Distribution
• Subtract the mean from each of the 

measurements (residuals)
• Some will be + and some – (some will be zero)
• You can count up how many residuals of a certain 

size by grouping them (not ignoring sign)
• We can plot in a bar graph called a histogram
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Histogram Plot
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• sort by sign and 
interval; determine class 
interval; plot bar graph

• Join tops of bars; 
approximates standard 
normal (Gauss) curve

• As measurements are 
increased and class 
intervals decreased, 
ideal shape can be 
observed
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Johann Carl Friedrich Gauss
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Confidence Levels

36

-E95 ≈ -2s E95 ≈ 2s
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Confidence Levels

37

-E95 = -2s E95 = 2s
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Confidence Levels

• 68.2% for s
• 95.4% for 2s
• 99.7% for 3s
• 50% for 0.645s

Area
under
curve

s coefficient

0.80 1.28155

0.90 1.64485

0.95 1.95996

0.98 2.32635

0.99 2.57583

0.995 2.80703

0.998 3.09023

0.999 3.29052
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Thus…

•Measurement has three parts
– The quantity measured
– The uncertainty
– The confidence level
– E.g. 118°42’12” ±2.1” standard deviation
– E.g. 23,478.65 m ±0.324 m @ 95% confidence
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Calculating s

• n is the residual of each measurement (measurement – mean),
• Sn2 is the sum of the squares of the residuals,
• n is the number of measurements,
• s is also referred to as “Root Mean Square Error” (“RMSE”

and sometimes simply “RMS”).
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Simple s calculation

41

No. Measurement Resi-
dual

Resi-
dual2

1 27°43’55” 2 4

2 27°43’55” 2 4
3 27°43’50” -3 9

4 27°43’52” -1 1

5 27°44’00” 7 49

6 27°43’49” -4 16

7 27°43’54” 1 1

8 27°43’56” 3 9

9 27°43’46” -7 49

10 27°43’51” -2 4

Mean = 27°43’53”

Sum of n2 = 146

n-1 = 9

146/9 = 16.2

Sq. rt. of 16.2 = ±4”
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The Strength of the Mean

• The standard deviation of the 
50 measurements in our 
“thought” experiment is ±7”

• But what is the standard 
deviation of the mean?

• Logical that mean should be 
more certain than an 
individual measurement
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Conditions causing 0.01 ft error in 100 ft. 
(calibrated steel tape)

4
3

Tape Length              0.01                
Temperature               15o F 
Tension (pull) 5.4 lbs
Sag 7.5” at center
Alignment 1.4 ft @ one end OR 7.5” @ center
Tape Not Level 1.4 ft ∆ elevation
Plumbing 0.01
Marking 0.01
Interpolation 0.01

© 2022 J.V.R.Paiva
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Possible Errors Using Common Procedures
Standard 100 ft measurement with calibrated tape

4
4

Source                      Error (ft.)                  Error2
Tape Length              Known              0.000000
Temp (10o F error)     0.006   0.000036
Tension (5 lb error) 0.009 0.000081
Alignment (0.05 ft)  0.000 0.000000
Tape Not Level (0.5 ft) 0.001 0.000001
Plumbing                       0.005 0.000025
Marking                       0.001 0.000001
Interpolation                        0.001 0.000001

SUM 0.023 0.000145

Sq Rt of Sum of Errors2 = 0.012 ft

1: 8,000 OR 120 PPM
© 2022 J.V.R.Paiva
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Possible Errors Using Common Procedures
Calibrated EDM (100 ft; accuracy 3 mm + 3 PPM)

4
5

Source                      Error (ft.)              Error2     

Length              Known 0.000000
Temp (10o F error) 5 PPM = 0.0005 0.00000025
Pressure (1” Hg) 5 PPM = 0.0005 0.00000025
Centering with pole 0.03 0.0009
Centering w/O.P. 0.005 0.000025
Mfr’s error constant            0.003 0.000009
Mfr’s error scale 0.0003 0.00000009

SUM 0.0393 0.000093459

Sq Rt of Sum of Errors2 = 0.0306 ft

1: 3,000 OR 306 PPM
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Possible Errors Using Common Procedures
Calibrated EDM (5,000 ft; accuracy 3 mm + 3 PPM)

4
6

Source                      Error (ft.)      Error2

Length              Known              0.000000
Temp (10o F error) 5 PPM = 0.025 0.000625
Pressure (1” Hg) 5 PPM = 0.025 0.000625
Centering w/O.P. 0.005 0.000025
Centering w/O.P. 0.005 0.000025
Mfr’s error constant           0.003 0.000009
Mfr’s error scale 3 PPM = 0.015 0.000225

SUM 0.078 0.001534

Sq Rt of Sum of Errors2 = 0.03917 ft

1: 127,000 OR 8 PPM
© 2022 J.V.R.Paiva
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Possible Errors Using Common Procedures
RTK GPS (pole w/bipod) 2,500 ft baseline (acc. 1 cm + 2 PPM)

4
7

Source                      Error (ft.) Error2

Length              Known              0.000000
Tropospheric delays 0.0025 m = 0.008 ft 0.000067
Centering w/O.P. 0.005 0.000025
Centering w/O.P. 0.005 0.000025
Mfr’s error (constant)            0.01 m = 0.03281 0.001076
Mfr’s error (scale) 2 PPM = 0.005 0.000025

SUM 0.05581 0.001218

Sq Rt of Errors2 = 0.0349 ft

1:72,000 OR 14 PPM
© 2022 J.V.R.Paiva
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OK, Now, What About Those Surveys?
• Earliest surveys with compass & chain?
• Graduations on compass, length of chain, 

procedures used?
• Uncertainties in chaining?
• Uncertainties in bearing measurement?
• Bearing length estimate, i.e. setup distance; 

roughness & ground slope, vegetation?
48© 2022 J.V.R.Paiva
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Discrepancies from Systematic Error
• Quality (or lack) in measuring technology
• Lack of care by person(s) measuring
• Inadequate or no procedures
• No effort to correct for the accumulated error
• Inadequate understanding of impact of error
• Inadequate understanding of the technology
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Discrepancies from Random Error

• Natural for two measurements by same 
person with same technology to differ

• So, why should two different measurements in 
time and/or people and/or technology be the 
same?
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Your Measurement Between Published Control

• Determine uncertainty in the line you just 
measured

• Determine uncertainty in the line connecting 
control

• Be sure they are the same basis (i.e. s, 95% 
confidence interval, etc.)

• Use 𝜎! = 𝜎"# − 𝜎## to determine range of 
dissimilarity
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Example
• Monument 123’s 95% uncertainty is ±0.05 m
• Monument A-12’s s uncertainty is ±0.071 m
• Uncertainty in line 𝜎% = .05# +(2×.07)#=
± 0.099 𝑚

• If your 95% error estimate is ±0.2 m, then…

• 𝑚𝑎𝑡𝑐ℎ = 0.2# − 0.099# = ±0.22 m
52© 2022 J.V.R.Paiva
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Comparison Between Compass/Chain & 
Transit and Steel Tape?

• How to begin analysis?

53© 2022 J.V.R.Paiva
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Transit and Tape

• Graduations on transit; tape?
• Uncertainties in taping (corrections for length, 

temp, tension, sag)?
• Corrections for slope?
• Procedures used (chaining “arrows”; tape 

forward and back; repeat angles)?
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GPS/GNSS
• Static or real time?
• Receiver specs
• What control?
• # Satellites, corrections, measurement 

uncertainties (random errors)
• Error checking methodologies
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Let’s Take a Look at a Single Line
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Do What You Can To Estimate Uncertainty

• Technology used?
• Methods used
• Least count of measuring devices
• Two uncertainties to estimate:
– The “other” survey
– Your survey!
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Think About What and How

• Let’s say you think that the surveyor of old 
could measure one full chain to within an 
accuracy of ¼ link

• What does that mean?
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How Do You State Uncertainty?

1. All measurements were 66 ±0.165 ft?
2. Most measurements were ± 0.165, but a few 

exceeded it 3 out of 10 times
3. Most measurements were ± 0.165, but a few 

exceeded it half the time
4. Maximum error was 0.5 ft
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Be Clear in Your Head

• About other surveyor’s uncertainty
• About your uncertainty
• If the variability or spread for your data is 

expressed differently than for the other 
surveyor’s data, you must first create 
equivalency
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See If There’s an Overlap in Spread

• Previous surveyor measured 1201.2
• You estimate uncertainty (std dev) at ±0.85 

maybe round to 1 ft if it is an old, old survey
• You estimate you measured 1298.35 ±0.2
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“Lab” Discussion
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Want to Study More?

• Adjustment Computations: Spatial Data 
Analysis, 6th ed

Charles D. Ghilani (Wiley, pub.)
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Thank You
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